We study the dynamical stability of "tachyacoustic" cosmological models, in which primordial perturbations are generated by a shrinking sound horizon during a period of decelerating expansion. Such models represent a potential alternative to inflationary cosmology, but the phase-space behavior of tachyacoustic solutions has not previously been investigated. We numerically evaluate the dynamics of two non-canonical Lagrangians, a cuscuton-like Lagrangian and a Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian, which generate a scale-invariant spectrum of perturbations. We show that the power-law background solutions in both cases are dynamical attractors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physics of the very early universe is a rich arena for theory, and there are an abundance of potential models that solve, at least partially, the well-known problems of the standard cosmological paradigm. Simple singlefield inflation [1] is surely the most successful model, but alternatives to it have been proposed: pre-big bang cosmology [2] , ekpyrotic and cyclic models [3] , nonsingular quantum cosmological models [4] , non-canonical models [5] , among others. It was recently shown that in an expanding cosmology with standard General Relativity, it is possible to generate a spectrum of super-Hubble curvature perturbations consistent with data in only three ways [6] :
• Accelerating expansion (i.e. inflation),
• A speed of sound faster than the speed of light,
• Super-Planckian energy density.
In this paper we focus on the second of these possibilities, a superluminal sound speed. In [7] we investigated a method of solving the cosmological horizon problem and seeding scale-invariant primordial perturbations in a cosmology with decelerating expansion and a corresponding growing comoving Hubble horizon. If one has a decaying, superluminal sound speed, curvature perturbations can be generated outside the Hubble horizon without inflation. We proposed the term tachyacoustic for such cosmologies, which are closely related to varying speed of light theories.
Using a generalization of the inflationary flow formalism [8] introduced by Bean, et al. [9] [10] [11] for noncanonical models, we derive two Lagrangians with solutions which exhibit a shrinking comoving sound horizon and decelerating expansion. The first is a "cuscuton" Lagrangian [12] , which is linear in the scalar field kinetic term, instead of quadratic as in the case of a canonical Lagrangian. The second is a Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) Lagrangian, of a form similar to that used to implement DBI inflation in string theory [13, 14] .
The cuscuton Lagrangian is particularly interesting from an observational perspective. In a recent paper [15] it was shown that the cuscuton-like model also leaves a potentially observable non-Gaussian signature in the CMB anisotropy field, f NL ∼ O(1), which is slightly different from the signatures of other superluminal models discussed in the literature [16, 17] . This difference is due to the contribution of the termζ 3 in the cubic action [18, 19] to the full non-Gaussian amplitude, giving rise to an extra term with a linear dependence on the flow parameters and s. This dependence is not present either in DBI models (since the coefficient ofζ 3 in the third-order action is identically null in this case), or in disformal bimetric model [16] , since by projecting its scalar-field action in the Einstein frame one obtains a DBI-like action. Therefore, the cuscuton tachyacoustic model "inherits" an extra contribution from theζ 3 term, providing a different value for f NL compared to the other superluminal models. Although small, this difference might be observable in the near future, which is of great importance for falsifying superluminal noncanonical models.
However, a detailed study of the stability of the dynamical system for these tachyacoustic models is lacking, and we fill this gap in the present paper. We investigate the dynamics of both the cuscuton and DBI Lagrangian, and show that solutions in both cases are dynamical attractors. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review the basics of tachyacoustic cosmology. In Sec. III we discuss the attractor behavior of the cuscuton-like model (III A) and the DBI model (III B). In Sec. IV we summarize the main results of this paper.
II. TACHYACOUSTIC COSMOLOGY
Tachyacoustic cosmology is a particular solution of a wider class of k-essence models (see Bean et al. [9] ), which we briefly review below. Consider a general Lagrangian of the form L = L [X, φ], where 2X ≡ g µν ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ is the canonical kinetic term (X > 0 according to our choice of the metric signature). The energy density ρ and pressure p are given by
The speed of sound is given by
and the corresponding equation of motion for the field φ isφ
where the subscript "X" indicates a derivative with respect to the kinetic term, and the subscript φ indicates a derivative with respect to the field. The Hubble parameter H is determined by the Friedmann equation,
and the continuity equation iṡ
where we use the the reduced Planck mass M P = 1/ √ 8πG. For monotonic field evolution, the field value φ can be used as a "clock", and all other quantities expressed as functions of φ, for example
, and so on. We consider the homogeneous case, so thatφ = √ 2X. Next, using
we can re-write the Friedmann and continuity equations as the Hamilton Jacobi equations,
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the field φ. The number of e-folds N is defined as the logarithm of the scale factor,
and can be re-written in terms of dφ by:
As in the case of canonical inflation [8] , we can introduce a hierarchy of flow parameters, the first three defined by
We construct an exact solution such that the parameters , s, ands are all identically constant, the background evolution is a power law,
and the Hubble parameter and sound speed evolve as
In terms of the field φ, this solution to the flow equations corresponds to
where φ 0 is a fiducial field value defined such that c S (φ 0 ) = 1, and the field evolves as
From Eqs. (14, 17) , we see that φ 0 is not an independent constant, but is given by
From the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation (8) , the field velocity is thenφ
We then construct a Lagrangian for which Eqs. (17, 18, 19) are an exact solution to the associated equations of motion. The important point is that given a solution to the flow equations, the associated Lagrangian is fully determined, up to the specification of a choice of gauge, i.e. the relationship between s ands [9] . For a particular choice of gauge, we construct the Lagrangian as follows [7] : From Eqs. (17) and (19), we see that the speed of sound c S can be written in terms of L X
where we have used Eq. (3), and defined
The result is a differential equation for the Lagrangian L (X, φ):
where we have defined
Therefore, by specifying a relationship between the parameters s ands, we can construct a Lagrangian as the solution to the differential equation (25). For example, a canonical Lagrangian with speed of sound c S = const. = 1 is just the case s = 0, so that n = 1 and C = 1, and Eq. (25) becomes
with general solution
Here f (φ) and V (φ) are free functions which arise from integration of the second-order equation (25). The function f (φ) can be eliminated by a field redefinition dϕ = f (φ)dφ, resulting in a manifestly canonical Lagrangian for ϕ, as we would expect from setting c S = 1. We emphasize that Eq. (25) is constructed using the solution (19) , and is not a general condition on the Lagrangian. That is, Eq. (25) allows us to construct a Lagrangian which admits solutions of the desired form, but those solutions are not necessarily unique. A canonical Lagrangian can support inflationary solutions, but not tachyacoustic solutions, and is therefore not of interest here. However, other choices of n do yield tachyacoustic solutions, and we focus on two such choices:
1. n = 0: A Cuscuton-like model.
n = 3: A DBI model.
In the next section, we consider the attractor behavior of the solution given by Eqs. (17, 18, 19) in both the Cuscuton and DBI cases.
III. ATTRACTOR BEHAVIOR A. The Cuscuton Case
The case where the exponent n = 0 in Eq. (25) corresponds to takings = −2s, and the resulting Lagrangian is [7] L (X, φ) = 2f (φ)
where f (φ) is an arbitrary function, V (φ) is the potential and the constant C in Eq. (24) is given by
The power-law solution (17, 18, 19) corresponds to the choice
The Hubble parameter (5) is
and the sound speed (3) is
The equation of motion for the Lagrangian (29) is
for which the exact solution (17, 18, 19) iṡ
It is straightforward to verify that this solution corresponds to power-law evolution,
where the Hubble parameter and speed of sound evolve according to Eq. (16) . The resulting model is tachyacoustic, that is, has a decaying, superluminal speed of sound and shrinking acoustic horizon in comoving units.
It can be shown [7] that such cosmologies produce a power-law spectrum of superhorizon curvature perturbations with spectral index
so that the scale-invariant limit is s = −2 . A redtilted scalar spectrum index of perturbations such as that favored by WMAP, n = 0.96 ± 0.026 [20] can be achieved if we choose the value of the flow parameter s to lie in the interval s = [−1.907 , −1.980 ]. (For the remainder of this paper we will consider the scale invariant limit s = −2 , which is sufficient for the purpose of demonstrating a dynamical attractor.) In this sense, tachyacoustic cosmology represents an interesting possible alternative to inflation: instead of accelerating expansion, tachyacoustic models produce a spectrum of perturbations consistent with the data via a decreasing, superluminal sound speed in (for example) a matter-or radiation-dominated background. However, in order to represent a viable cosmological solution, the analytic solution (36) must be a stable dynamical attractor, so that many different choices of boundary condition will converge on a single solution at late time.
To study the attractor properties of the solution (36), we construct a phase-space representation of the full equation of motion (35). We introduce dimensionless phase space variables
The equation of motion can then be written as a phasespace evolution equation using [21] 
so that
(41) We define dimensionless versions of the potential V and Hubble parameter H as
and
so that the phase space evolution equation (41) reduces to the simple form Similarly, we define a dimensionless warp factor
The sound speed is then
In terms of the dimensionless variables, the analytic solution (36) becomes
We evaluate the equation of motion (44) numerically to demonstrate that the solution (47) is a phase-space attractor. Figure 1 shows attractor behavior in the radiation-dominated case ( = 2), and Figure 2 shows attractor behavior in the matter-dominated case ( = 3/2).
B. The DBI Case
Similar to the cuscuton case considered in the previous section, we can construct a Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian by choosings = s, so that n = 3 in Eq. (25), which corresponds to the Lagrangian [7] 
For and s constant we obtain an exactly solvable system, with and
The sound speed (3) for the DBI Lagrangian is
and the Hubble parameter (5) is
The equation of motion for for the field φ is then
This solution again corresponds to power-law evolution a ∝ e −N ∝ t 1/ . As in the cuscuton case, the spectral index of scalar perturbations is
so that the scale-invariant limit corresponds to s = −2 .
We study the attractor properties of this solution by defining dimensionless variables
The dimensionless Hubble parameter is
where the sound speed is
In terms of these dimensionless variables, DBI equation of motion is:
We evaluate the attractor behavior of this solution in the scale-invariant limit s = −2 . Figure (3) shows the radiation-dominated case ( = 2), and Figure (4) shows the matter-dominated case ( = 3/2). In both cases, the analytic solution (54) is a dynamical attractor.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider the dynamical stability of "tachyacoustic" cosmological models [7] , which generate superhorizon cosmological perturbations via a decreasing, superluminal sound speed instead of accelerating expansion (as in the case of inflation). It is known that such cosmologies can produce nearly scale-invariant scalar perturbations, consistent with current data. However, it has not been previously shown that such solutions also correspond to dynamical attractors, which is a necessary condition for such models to be cosmologically viable. Such models are realized in scalar field theory via a noncanonical Lagrangian [5] . In our analysis, we have considered two particular choices of Lagrangian which give rise to power-law evolution for the scale factor and sound speed, resulting in a scale-invariant primordial power spectrum. The first case is a so-called "cuscuton" Lagrangian, which is linear in the field kinetic term instead of quadratic as in the case of a canonical Lagrangian. We numerically integrate the full phase space for the field evolution, and show that the power-law tachyacoustic solution is in fact a dynamical attractor. Such models are of particular interest because they predict a detectable contribution to cosmological non-Gaussianity [15] . Second, we consider a Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) Lagrangian giving identical power-law behavior and show that the power-law solution to this Lagrangian is also a dynamical attractor in the full phase space. We present results for the scale-invariant limit, but considering a slightly "red" spectrum as favored by data does not alter the attractor properties of the solution. We conclude that, like inflation, tachyacoustic cosmology can generate a scaleinvariant power spectrum via dynamically stable cosmological evolution. We note that in this analysis we consider only the classical stability of tachyacoustic models. This may not apply at the quantum level. Negativetension branes, for example, are known to have instabilities at the quantum level [22, 23] . However, we are not aware of any general argument indicating that theories with a superluminal sound speed are necessarily unstable to quantum mechanical flucutations.
